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2016/10 New SAP C_TPLM22_64: SAP Certified Application Associate - Project System with SAP ERP 6.0 EHP4 Exam
Questions Released Today! 1.|2016/10 Latest C_TPLM22_64 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 85Q&As Download:
http://www.braindump2go.com/c-tplm22-64.html 2.|2016/10 Latest C_TPLM22_64 Exam Questions & Answers:
https://1drv.ms/b/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjd2-aL2jOPXb_vpo QUESTION 23You have implemented automatic requirements grouping for
projects. Once you check the materials turbine and fittings you realize that the requirements are grouped for turbine but not for
fittings. What might be the reason?Please choose the correct answer. A. The grouping indicator of the top WBS element is set to a
single MRP Group.B. The network is set to no grouping for specific MRP Groups.C. The MRP Group for fittings is deactivated
for grouping.D. The project definition is set to no project stock. Answer: C QUESTION 24Which of the following related to an
activity stipulates the activity type and determines how an activity is handled during calculation, scheduling and capacity planning?
Please choose the correct answer. A. Customizing keyB. Control keyC. Scheduling keyD. Confirmation key Answer: B
QUESTION 25Which function allows you to make cross-project changes to fields pertaining to project definitions, WBS elements,
networks, activities, milestones and relationships? Please choose the correct answer. A. Mass document functionB.
Authorization functionC. Work functionD. Mass change function Answer: D QUESTION 26Externally processed activities give
rise to planned costs that are equivalent to the prices of the following? There are 2 correct answers to this question. A. Actual costs
B. Purchasing Info recordsC. Price in the activityD. Services costs Answer: BC QUESTION 27You work with Project Builder
(CJ20N) and want to use standard templates in your project structure.Which standard templates can you use?Please choose the
correct answer. A. Standard cost planningB. Standard Bill of Material (BOM)C. Standard time schedulingD. Standard
Milestones Answer: D QUESTION 28Which of the following scenario doesn''t allow the plan value of the order to be added to the
committed value of the WBS element until the order has the status released? Please choose the correct answer. A. The funds
commitment in plan indicator is not setB. The funds commitment in plan indicator is set to value less than 0C. The funds
commitment in plan indicator also has status releasedD. The funds commitment in plan indicators is set Answer: A
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